Full-time Java Programmer with Spring Boot and Angular experience



iDeal Technologies is seeking to hire a full-time Java Programmer with Spring Boot and Angular
experience to join our talented team in Pristina. That is why we want to promote talent and
provide them with the best possible support in their professional lives. 




Duties and responsibilities
You will develop, operate, and optimize Java web applications in agile teams.
Just as routinely, you ensure the high availability, stability, and performance of our
applications.
Her field of activity also includes ensuring short release cycles (continuous delivery) with
high quality in the cloud-native environment.
Dirty code has no chance against your diligence - finally, you are responsible for constant
process optimization and quality improvement.
Project dependent travel willingness – approximately one to two times per month –
combined with flexible work times are expected
We also offer, as an expatriate, to work for several months abroad!



Benefits

As part of our international iDeal Technology Solutions team, you will work at our modern
offices, onsite at our customers or remote at home, on innovative Solutions for our big European
clients. Keeping a strong focus on personal development is very important to us and due to our
top costumers in the DACH region, everybody will receive an individual multi-year German
language training. Further trainings will be aligned, according to employees’ wishes and project
demands.

On top to a basic salary, we are offering a variable pay. Annual bonuses based on individual
targets and success fees at successful project closures.



Skills and requirements
You have a degree in a computer science-oriented course, e.g., applied computer science,
business informatics, etc.
You are characterized by knowledge of object-oriented development with professional
experience> 2 years.
Good knowledge of Angular and / or JavaScript / SpringBoot is a plus.
You like to deal with modern technologies, frameworks and tools and share your knowledge
with your team members.
Help shape products and your workspace yourself - that is what drives you.
Excellent English skills







Please send us your CV and related documents to office@ideal-t.com.
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